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Abstract It is well-known that the upper ocean heat content (OHC) variabil-7

ity in the tropical Pacific contains valuable information about dynamics of El8

Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO). Here we combine sea surface temperature9

(SST) and OHC indices derived from the gridded datasets to construct a phase10

space for data-driven ENSO models. Using a Bayesian optimization method,11

we construct linear as well as nonlinear models for these indices. We find that12

the joint SST-OHC optimal models yield significant benefits in predicting both13

the SST and OHC as compared with the separate SST or OHC models. It is14

shown that these models substantially reduces seasonal predictability barriers15

in each variable – the spring barrier in the SST index and the winter barrier in16

the OHC index. We also reveal the significant nonlinear relationships between17

the ENSO variables manifesting on interannual scales, which opens prospects18

for improving yearly ENSO forecasting.19

Keywords statistical ENSO models · data-driven models · spring pre-20

dictability barrier · early predictors of ENSO · ENSO nonlinearity · ocean21

heat content22

1 Introduction23

El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is the dominant mode of interannual cli-24

mate variability which originates in the tropical Pacific, but impacts climate25

conditions over the world (Trenberth, 2019; Alexander et al., 2002; Wang and26

Picaut, 2004). Historically, two conceptual elements are considered as key in-27

gredients underlying ENSO. The first one is a Bjerknes mechanism (Bjerknes,28
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1969) based on positive ocean-atmosphere feedback: weakening of the trade29

winds in response to increasing sea surface temperature (SST) results in even30

warmer SST in the equatorial eastern and central Pacific. The second was real-31

ized by Wyrtki (1975, 1985), who supposed that accumulation of warm water32

in the equatorial Pacific is a necessary precondition for the initiation of a warm33

ENSO event (El Niño). Strong trade winds contribute to accumulating warm34

water in the western part of the basin, thus building up of the east-west slope35

of sea level. Eventually, excessive amount of warm water provides favorable36

conditions for triggering the Bjerknes feedback yielding the weakening of the37

trade winds due to increasing of SST that contributes to eastward transport38

of accumulated warm water. Further studies developed the Bjerkens-Wyrtki39

hypothesis to explain the distinctive cyclic nature of ENSO. In the so-called40

recharging oscillator theory of ENSO, charge-discharge of the warm water,41

and hence, the heat content in the tropical Pacific is regarded as a key process42

underlying the observed oscillations (Cane and Zebiak, 1985; Jin, 1997). This43

theory involves the meridional subsurface water transport driven by the wind44

stress curl (also known as Sverdrup transport) as the main source of the heat45

content alteration. The anomalous heat content stored in the tropics due to46

the equatorward mass transport during the cold (La Niña) and neutral phases47

of ENSO eventually enables an El Niño event onset, which, in turn, changes48

the wind stress curl outside the equator, and, as a result, discharges warm49

water. After that the charging stage of the oscillation starts again. Alterna-50

tive theory of ENSO is based on the delayed oscillator models (Suarez and51

Schopf, 1988; Galanti and Tziperman, 2000) highlighting the role of oceanic52

equatorial waves as carriers of thermocline depth anomalies along the equator.53

Such anomalies impact the SST and therefore can lead to initiating the Bjerk-54

nes feedback. Different directions and propagating times inherent for different55

equatorial wave modes provide complex quasiperiodical ENSO-like oscillations56

in such models. All the key physical processes both theories account for are57

shown take place in the coupled shallow-water ocean-atmosphere models (Ze-58

biak and Cane, 1987; Anderson and McCreary, 1985; Jin and Neelin, 1993).59

The role of stochastic forcing in ENSO dynamics is also important, as was no-60

ticed, e.g., in (Philander and Fedorov, 2003; Fedorov et al., 2003; Chen et al.,61

2016; Hu and Fedorov, 2019; Martinez-Villalobos et al., 2019), since it is re-62

sponsible for ENSO irregularity. Typically, it is associated with an atmospheric63

noise producing short-scale zonal wind anomalies (e.g., westerly wind bursts64

(Levine and Jin, 2017; Hu and Fedorov, 2019)). Among the drivers of such65

anomalies are indicated, for example, the Madden–Julian oscillation (Zhang66

and Gottschalck, 2002; Chiodi et al., 2014; Puy et al., 2016), or large-scale67

subtropical atmospheric patterns (Vimont et al., 2003; Sullivan et al., 2021).68

Growing amount of high-resolution measurements of different geophysical69

fields in recent decades offers great opportunities of verifying existing concepts70

of ENSO as well as for constructing data-driven prognostic models. The data-71

driven, or statistical, ENSO models became an efficient tool for interseasonal72

ENSO forecasting; they can compete with dynamical, i.e. constructed from73

the “first principles”, models in this regard (Barnston et al., 2012). The com-74
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mon problem for both statistical and dynamical ENSO models is the spring75

predictability barrier (SPB) (Jin et al., 2008; Barnston et al., 2012) which76

substantially limits the tropical SST forecasts that start from the winter and77

spring seasons. Many statistical ENSO models (Penland and Sardeshmukh,78

1995; Kondrashov et al., 2005; Gavrilov et al., 2019) are based on purely SST79

anomalies in the tropical Pacific which accurate forecast is the main goal in80

ENSO predictive modeling (Barnston et al., 2012). In such models, the SPB is81

caused by the observed loss of autocorrelations in tropical SST with a peak in82

May – June. Relying on theoretical understanding of ENSO, many studies are83

focused on finding additional atmospheric and oceanic predictors which can84

help to lower the SPB. Various predictors based on ocean heat content (OHC)85

(Clarke and Van Gorder, 2003), warm water volume (Meinen and McPhaden,86

2000; Chen et al., 2020), as well as atmospheric fields (Clarke and Van Gorder,87

2003; Byshev et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2020; Mukhin et al., 2021) has been sug-88

gested. Nevertheless, there is still no conventional way to derive statistically89

justified predictors from data and to include them into prognostic models. Of-90

ten (Chen et al., 2020; Mukhin et al., 2021) such predictors are determined by91

finding significant lagged correlations between time series of SST-based ENSO92

index which needs to be predicted and corresponding time series of another93

ENSO-related climate variables. Typically, the obtained predictors are passed94

to the model as a fixed forcing (e.g. as components of regression (Clarke and95

Van Gorder, 2003; Chen et al., 2020)), but not as dynamical variables, which96

makes it difficult to use such models for “no look ahead” forecast requiring97

extrapolation of the predictors to the future.98

In this study we introduce an efficient predictor of ENSO-related SST99

variability constructed from OHC anomalies in the tropical Pacific. The pro-100

posed signal is obtained simply using the standard empirical orthogonal func-101

tion (EOF) decomposition. We construct an optimal data-driven ENSO model102

which uses this predictor along with the SST-based predictor as equitable dy-103

namical variables. Being phase-shifted, these SST- and OHC-based variables104

complement each other providing proper phase space capturing the ENSO dy-105

namics. We demonstrate that the model obtained surpasses the purely SST-106

based model in predicting SST variability and allows to substantially lower the107

SPB. Also, we show that joint analysis of the SST- and OHC-based variables108

uncovers the long-term nonlinear relationships between the ENSO variables,109

thus revealing ENSO nonlinerity on interannual time scales.110

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we present a general form of the111

proposed data-driven model of ENSO, outline its phase space, parameteriza-112

tions and the learning procedure. In Sec. 3, we describe the analyzed data and113

the EOF analysis used for obtaining the variables capturing the meaningful114

processes contributing to ENSO dynamics. The different data-driven stochas-115

tic models (linear and nonlinear) based on obtained variables are compared.116

Then we analyze prediction skills and qualitative properties of the models. In117

Sec. 4 we discuss the obtained results and conclude.118
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2 Data-driven ENSO model119

2.1 Phase space of the model120

In constructing our ENSO model we use the concept of data-driven stochas-121

tic model developed in (Molkov et al., 2012; Mukhin et al., 2015b; Gavrilov122

et al., 2017) and adapted for high-dimensional and spatially distributed data123

in (Mukhin et al., 2015a; Gavrilov et al., 2019). Let the time series X =124

(x1, . . . ,xN ), xn ∈ R
D represents observations of some ENSO-related cli-125

mate variable obtained in D nodes of a spatial grid at equidistant time mo-126

ments t1, . . . , tN . Without loss of generality, we suppose that the time series127

is monthly sampled and has zero mean, i.e. 1

N

N∑
n=1

xn = 0. We use the conven-128

tional Empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis (Hannachi et al., 2007)129

to construct the phase space of the ENSO model from observed data X. The130

corresponding state variables are obtained as d leading principal components131

(PCs) pn = VTxn, pn ∈ R
d, i.e. the projections of data vectors xn at time tn132

to d EOFs (columns of the D × d matrix V), that explain a substantial part133

of data variance:
d∑

k=1

〈
p2k,n

〉
n
. The transformation from PCs space back into134

physical space is a linear map:135

xn = Vpn +V′p′

n, (1)

where V′ is a D × D − d matrix, which columns are the residual EOFs and136

p′

n ∈ R
D−d are the corresponding PCs.137

Although the leading EOFs characterize the most meaningful processes138

contributing to the observed dynamics, the residual EOFs keep the useful in-139

formation about short autocorrelations in the observed dynamics, which could140

improve the short-term prediction of a state trajectory. In this work we con-141

struct the evolution model for the leading and residual PCs separately. The142

particular functional form of the corresponding models in the context of ENSO143

modeling is described in the next section.144

2.2 Functional form of the model145

2.2.1 Leading PCs146

The general form of the model we use for describing evolution of leading PCs147

is a stochastic model with memory (Molkov et al., 2012; Mukhin et al., 2015a;148

Gavrilov et al., 2017):149

pn = f
(
pn−1, . . . ,pn−l

)
+ ĝ · ξn. (2)

Here the first term f is a deterministic function depending on l successive150

states of the system. The second term in (2) is a random component aimed at151
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modeling poorly resolved processes (e.g., the processes which time scales are152

close to the sampling time). This component is expressed as the product of a153

low-triangular deterministic d×dmatrix ĝ and a random vector ξn ∈ R
d which154

is assumed taken from Gaussian uncorrelated (in space and time) processes155

with zero means and unit variances. Resulting noise in the model has the156

covariance matrix ĝĝT . Note that neither parameters of the function f nor the157

matrix ĝ are know a priori ; they need to be estimated through model learning.158

In this work we use two different parameterizations of deterministic part f159

of the model (2) which account phase locking of the ENSO dynamics to the160

annual cycle (Chen and Jin, 2020). The first one is a linear parameterization,161

suggested by Mukhin et al. (2021):162

f
(
zn

)
= Anzn. (3)

Here zn ∈ R
ld contains the components of the vectors pn−1, . . . ,pn−l, An163

is a d × ld matrix of coefficients. To model the seasonal forcing needed for164

accounting possible annual cycles in data, the coefficients are defined to be165

periodic with the period T = 12 month. They are decomposed into the discrete166

Fourier series:167

An = A0 +

q∑

k=1

[
Ak

c cos
2πk

T
n+Ak

s sin
2πk

T
n
]
, (4)

where the parameter q taking values from 0 to 6 (A6
s = 0 by definition; the case168

q = 0 corresponds to a simple linear model with constant An = A0) regulates169

possible dependence of the model on different harmonics of the annual cycle.170

The second parameterization we consider is nonlinear. In this case the171

deterministic part f of the model is represented by a single layer perceptron172

with the hyperbolic tangent activation function:173

f
(
zn

)
=

m∑

i=1

αi tanh(ω
T
i zn + δTi cn + γi). (5)

Here cn =
(
cos 2π

T
n, sin 2π

T
n
)
is a two-dimensional harmonic signal which is174

passed to the model input together with the sate vector zn in order to model175

the seasonal forcing, T = 12 month, αi ∈ R
d, ωi ∈ R

ld, δi ∈ R
2, γi ∈ R are176

the unknown coefficients. The function in the form (5) is able to approximate177

an arbitrary nonlinear dependence just by increasing the number of neurons m178

(Cybenko, 1989). The efficiency of such a parameterization in different ENSO-179

related examples was demonstrated in (Mukhin et al., 2015b,a; Gavrilov et al.,180

2019).181

Given some fixed value of the leading PCs d, the complexity of the model182

deterministic part f is defined by its structural parameters (or hyperparametrs)183

l, q in the case of linear parameterization (3)-(4) and l,m in the case of non-184

linear parameterization (5). To avoid overfitting of the model, the choice of185

the hyperparameters should be statistically justified, or optimal. According to186
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(Gavrilov et al., 2017, 2019; Mukhin et al., 2021), we use the Bayesian opti-187

mality criterion for estimating them, which relies on assessing the probability188

density function of data given the particular model; see details in Appendix189

A.190

2.2.2 Residual PCs191

We construct the model for the residual PCs in the same way as described192

in (Gavrilov et al., 2019). According to this work, the evolution law of each193

k-th residual PC {p′k,n} (k = 1, . . . , D − d) is approximated by the first-order194

autoregressive model separately:195

p′k,n = bkp
′

k,n−1 + σk · ηk,n. (6)

Here {ηk,n} is a sample of the uncorrelated Gaussian noise with the variance196

equal to 1 and zero mean, bk and σk are the parameters estimated by the least197

square method. In doing so, we represent the residual PCs as independent red198

noise processes. Including such a model in the forecasting scheme is aimed at199

improving the prediction skills at lead times of order of autocorrelation times200

of the processes captured by the residual PCs.201

3 Results202

3.1 Data and preprocessing203

We construct the data-driven model from two datasets reflecting ENSO-related204

variability. The first one is the monthly sea surface temperature (SST) taken205

from Extended Reconstructed SST (ERSST) data set (version 5) with 20 × 20206

spatial resolution (Huang et al., 2017). The second dataset is the monthly time207

series of ocean heat content (OHC) in 0-300 m depth layer defined on a 10×10208

grid provided by the Institute of Atmospheric Physics (Cheng et al., 2017).209

From both datasets we took data in the tropical Pacific region (10S-10N, 120E-210

80W) covering the time interval from Jan 1960 to Dec 2020; the total duration211

of the time series is N = 732 months. The anomalies were prepared from this212

data by subtracting the monthly climatology within the 1960–2020 interval213

followed by removing the linear regression on the CO2 trend.214

3.2 EOF analysis215

Figure 1 shows the spatial patterns corresponding to the two leading EOFs of216

the sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTA) and ocean heat content anoma-217

lies (OHCA) fields obtained as described in Sec. 3.1. For both data sets they218

explain more than 70 % of data variance. It is often noted (Martinez-Villalobos219

et al., 2019; Deser et al., 2009; Bamston et al., 1997) that the first EOF of220

SSTA in the tropical Pacific is associated with ENSO and the corresponding221
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the forecasts they produce are random sequences of states, which means that265

different model runs yield different forecasts. According with (Gavrilov et al.,266

2019; Mukhin et al., 2021), the future value of a quantity x is assessed from267

a model forecast as the ensemble median x over a large number of the model268

runs.269

3.3.1 Prediction skill analysis270

To analyze and compare prediction skills of the data-driven models, we use271

two conventional metrics. The first one is the root mean square forecast error272

(RMSE), defined through the differences between the true and predicted values273

of a variable of interest x, for the time instances inside the learning set:274

ej =

√√√√√
N−j∑
n=l

(xn+j − xn,j)2

N − j − l + 1
. (7)

Here the index j denotes the forecast lead time in months, xn+j is a true value275

of the predicted variable at time tn+j , xn,j is the value predicted by the model276

starting at time tn.277

The second metric is the Pearson correlation between the variable and its278

forecast:279

rj =

N−j∑
n=l

∆xn+j ·∆xn,j

√
N−j∑
n=l

(∆xn+j)2 ·
N−j∑
n=l

(∆xn,j)2

, (8)

where ∆xn+j and ∆xn,j are the deviations of xn+j and xn,j from their means.280

The metrics (7)-(8) complement each other: while the RMSE measures a dis-281

tance between the real and predicted values, the correlation metric reflects282

their relative similarity (in terms of linear relashionships).283

Hindcast skill of SST field In practice, the correct prediction of SST variability284

in the tropical Pacific is the main goal of both statistical and dynamical ENSO285

models (Barnston et al., 2012). Fig. 4 shows the spatial distributions of RMSE286

for all components xn of the SST field obtained using the three considered287

models described above. As we can see from Fig. 4, all models provide the288

best forecasts in the central tropical Pacific, for lead times up to 5 months.289

At the same time, both the L-SST+OHC and NL-SST+OHC models yield290

significantly lower the RMSE than the L-SST model, for lead times up to 11291

months.292

To find the areas where these SST+OHC models demonstrate statistically293

significant improvements of the prediction skills, we use a surrogates test simi-294

lar to the test suggested by Mukhin et al. (2021). First, we produce 1000 surro-295

gates of the first SSTA PC using the optimal L-SST model and 100 surrogates296
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est absolute values at the boundaries of the interval – in June and May of344

the following year. This signal, multiplied by different amplitudes in different345

Jun-May windows, “isolates the intrinsic seasonal cycle of ENSO evolution346

and its phase-locking to the annual cycle” (Tippett and L’Heureux, 2020).347

Technically, we can retrieve the seasonal cycle of this type from a monthly348

ENSO index by means of the EOF decomposition applied to the set of non-349

overlapping successive 12-month segments of the index time series. The leading350

EOF of the obtained yearly 12-channel time series (hereinafter, the temporal351

EOF) determines the required 12-month cycle, whereas the corresponding PC352

is a yearly time series of the cycle amplitudes. Obviously, this leading EOF353

depends on the dividing the time series into the segments, or, equivalently,354

selecting the start month of the segment. Since we naturally interest in ob-355

taining the cycle that explains a substantial part of variability, we select the356

start month providing that the leading temporal EOF captures the largest357

variance of the original index.358

We have checked if strong seasonal cycles underlie the first SSTA PC and359

second OHCA PC time series. The black boxes in Fig. 7 indicate the fraction360

of variance explained by the leading temporal EOFs depending on the segment361

start months. This figure shows a strong cycle in the SSTA PC that starts in362

May-June and captures about 86% of variance, which is in agreement with the363

results obtained by Tippett and L’Heureux (2020) for the Niño 3.4 index. For364

the second OHCA PC, 88% of variance is explained by the cycle starting from365

December-January. This tells us that we would be facing a winter (not spring)366

barrier, if we constructed a model based on this OHC time series alone. In Fig.367

7 (c)-(d) the temporal EOFs determining the shapes of the above cycles are368

plotted. Although, as expected, the SST cycle peaks in December, the OHC369

accumulation cycle culminates in August-September.370

Now let us look how our data-driven models reproduce these cycles. We371

repeated the cycle analysis described above for the time series generated by372

both the L-SST+OHC and NL-SST+OHC models; the results are shown in373

Fig. 7 by blue and red, respectively. We performed 1000 model runs per model,374

calculated the leading temporal EOFs for each time series from this ensemble,375

and then evaluated the confidence intervals for the EOFs and variances in each376

month. Overall, we can say that both models reproduce well the temporal EOF377

patterns and therefore capture the seasonal cycles in the two key variables of378

ENSO.379

Fig. 8 (a)-(d) shows several planes of lead-lag and synchronous dependen-380

cies between the temporal EOF (cycle) amplitudes in the SSTA PC1 and the381

OHCA PC2 time series. It can be observed from the planes (c) and (d) that382

the dependencies of the OHC cycle amplitude on the previous OHC and SST383

cycle amplitudes look nonlinear. To verify the nonlinearities observed, we fit384

the linear Y = B ·X +A+ ε as well as quadratic Y = C ·X2 +B ·X +A+ ε385

functions to the observed dependencies and analyze the significance of the386

quadratic terms. The traditional least square method was used for estimating387

the coefficients A, B and C as well as the variance of an approximation error388

ε represented as Gaussian noise without point-to-point correlations. The re-389
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Fig. 9 Testing the significance of the quadratic term. PDs of the coefficient C of the
quadratic model fitted to each of 1000 surrogate time series produced by the linear model.
Each plot from left to right corresponds to a particular plane from Fig. 8 (a)-(d). Blue lines
denote the values of coefficient C of the quadratic model fitted on data. Red lines mark the
10th and 90th percentiles.

sulting fits are shown by blue and red in Fig. 8 (a)-(d). We can notice that the390

curves of the linear and quadratic models are most distinct in the planes (c)-391

(d). Testing the significance of the quadratic approximation can be performed392

via rejecting the null-hypothesis that the obtained value of the coefficient C in393

the quadratic term could be obtained from a similar sample but with a linear394

dependence between variables. For each plane, using the linear function fitted395

to the original sample, we generated an ensemble of 1000 random surrogate396

samples. Then we fitted the quadratic model to each surrogate and used the397

resulting values of C as the ensemble corresponding to the null-hypothesis.398

Such ensembles relating to the planes from Fig. 8 are shown in Fig. 9. It is399

seen from this figure that the quadratic approximation is significant by level400

0.1 for the planes (c) and (d) from Fig. 8 indicating an apparent nonlinear401

dependence of the current OHC cycle on the previous OHC and SST cycles.402

Next, we can use our optimal data-driven models for verifying the detected403

nonlinear relationships. To this end, we took an ensemble of 1000 monthly time404

series of SSTA PC1 and OHCA PC2 generated by the NL-SST+OHC model,405

and, for comparison, the same ensemble but generated by the L-SST+OHC406

model. Then we calculated the OHC and SST cycles amplitudes from these407

time series and plotted resulting probability densities (PDs) in the planes408

shown in Fig. 8. Naturally, no nonlinearity can be captured by a linear model,409

therefore, the L-SST+OHC model yields Gaussian PD in all the planes consid-410

ered. However, the optimal nonlinear (NL-SST+OHC) model produces appar-411

ently non-Gaussian PDs thus confirming pronounce nonlinear laws underlying412

the inter-cycle dynamics. We can also conclude that although this nonlinear413

model does not provide additional benefits in short-term forecasting over the414

linear model, it nevertheless more adequately reflects the dynamical properties415

of ENSO on interannual scales.416

4 Discussion417

In this study we have utilized gridded datasets of the tropical Pacific SST and418

OHC anomalies in the 0-300 m depth layer to reveal the dynamical variables419

containing meaningful information about ENSO as well as to construct the420
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data-driven model based on these variables. The EOF analysis applied to both421

data sets clearly demonstrates phase relationships between the first SSTA and422

second OHCA PCs yielding the largest absolute cross-correlations when the423

corresponding time series are shifted by about 5-9 months. While the first424

SSTA EOF is known to be associated with SST variability in the highly ENSO-425

related region, the second OHCA EOF, in accordance with Clarke et al. (2007),426

likely reflects the OHC accumulation and discharge before and during the El427

Niño events, repectively.428

We constructed and compared different (linear and nonlinear) data-driven429

stochastic models based on the SSTA PC1 and OHCA PC2 variables taken430

separately and together. It is shown that the data-driven models combining431

these two variables yield significant benefits in predicting both the SST and432

OHC variability and allow to substantially lower the seasonal predictability433

barriers as compared with the separate models. Thus the second OHCA EOF434

can be used as an effective additional ENSO predictor in statistical models.435

We then obtained that the seasonal cycles (dominating 12-month patterns)436

in SST and OCH variability are different: while the SST cycle peaks in early437

winter and drops in late spring, the OHC accumulation cycle is shifted forward438

by approximately 8 months. Generally speaking, a strong seasonal cycle in a439

single variable, defined as the leading temporal EOF, unavoidably leads to the440

existence of a predictability barrier when we use a statistical model derived441

from the time series of this variable. The reason is that the variable values442

at months inside the cycle interval are highly correlated, but the inter-cycle443

connections are more stochastic. A possible way to overcome such a barrier is to444

invoke an additional variable that is connected with the original one, but has no445

barrier in the same months. As it is seen from figures 5–7, there is a pronounce446

winter (Dec-Jan) predictability barrier in the OHC accumulation variability, in447

contrast to the well-known spring barrier in the SST variability. Note that if the448

similar seasonal patterns in the SST-based Niño-family indices are mentioned449

in other studies (Kondrashov et al., 2005; Tippett and L’Heureux, 2020; Chen450

and Jin, 2020, 2021), the corresponding OHC seasonal evolution has not been451

in focus yet. Since it is found that the joint SST+OHC models outperform452

the separate SST and OHC models in prediction skill, we conclude that the453

detected SST and OHC accumulation cycles strongly interact, and hence, the454

use of the combined SST-OHC phase space helps to lower the seasonal barriers455

in the ENSO variables.456

We also derived from data that the inter-annual interaction of the cycles is457

substantially nonlinear, and the optimal data-driven model with the nonlinear458

parameterization confirms this. It is important that ENSO manifests its non-459

linear dynamical properties on long, interannual scales, while nonlinearity on460

several-month intervals is not resolved. This finding opens prospects for de-461

veloping nonlinear statistical models for yearly ENSO variability, which could462

expand the horizon of ENSO forecasts.463
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A Appendix: Bayesian approach to ENSO model learning and471

optimization472

Here we outline the Bayesian approach we use for learning and optimization of the stochastic473

model (2). The optimal model relied on observed data is supposed to be a right balance474

between the “too simple” model poorly describing data and “too complex” model which475

contains too many parameters and tends to be ovefitted to the available sample rather than476

to capture the laws underlying the dynamics. Let the H = {H1, H2, . . . , Hi, . . .} is the set477

of possible hypotheses about the model complexity. In the case of a stochastic model (2)478

each hypothesis Hi is determined by the particular combination of the hyperparametrs l, q479

in the case of the linear parameterization (3)-(4) of deterministic part f and l,m in the case480

of the nonlinear parameterization (5). According to the Bayes rule the probability P (Hi|Y)481

that the model Hi produces the observed time series Y = (p1, . . . ,pn) is equal to:482

P (Hi|Y) =
P (Y|Hi)P (Hi)∑
i
P (Y|Hi)P (Hi)

. (A1)

Here probability density function (PDF) P (Y|Hi) is the evidence (marginal likelihood) of483

the model Hi characterizing the probability of the observed data Y to belong to the whole484

possible ensemble of time series which can be produced by the model Hi; P (Hi) is a prior485

probability of the model Hi. The denominator in (A1) is a normalization term which does486

not depend on Hi. Assuming all the models from H equiprobable a priori, the expression487

(A1) can be rewritten as P (Hi|Y) = αP (Y|Hi) where α is independent of Hi. Let us define488

the Bayesian criterion of the model optimality489

L = − logP (Y|Hi), (A2)

minimization of which leads to maximization of the PDF P (Y|Hi). The optimality criterion490

(A2) has a clear interpretation. If the model Hi is too simple, than the observed data likely491

lie on a tail of the PDF P (Y|Hi). Therefore, the probability that the observed data Y could492

be produced by such a model is small. In contrast, the overfitted model, due to a large493

number of parameters, produces a widely distributed population of different datasets, which494

lowers again the PDF of the observed Y. Therefore, the optimality (A2) helps to select the495

optimal model that is neither too simple nor overfitted model.496

The evidence P (Y|Hi) is expressed via integration of the product of the corresponding497

likelihood function P (Y|µf ,µĝ, Hi) and the prior distribution P (µf ,µĝ|Hi) over the model498

parameter space:499

P (Y|Hi) =
∫
P (Y|µf ,µĝ, Hi) · P (µf ,µĝ|Hi)dµfµĝ. (A3)

Here the vectors µf ,µĝ contain parameters of the deterministic part f and the stochastic500

part of the model (2), respectively. The likelihood function P (Y|µf ,µĝ, Hi) corresponds to501

the assumption that the stochastic part of the model is the delta-correlated in time Gaussian502

process with the amplitude ĝ (see Sec. 2.2.1):503

P (Y|,µf ,µĝ, Hi) =
l∏

n=1
PN (pn, Î)×

N∏
n=l+1

PN (pn − f
(
pn−1, . . . ,pn−l

)
, ĝĝT ). (A4)

Here PN (u, Σ̂) := 1√
(2π)d|Σ̂|

exp
(
− 1

2
uT Σ̂−1u

)
, u ∈ R

d,
l∏

n=1
PN (pn, Î) is a term describ-504

ing PDF of the initial state of the model (see (Gavrilov et al., 2017) for more details). The505
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prior PDF P (µf ,µĝ|Hi) is the product of Gaussian PDFs for each parameter of the model.506

The proper choice of dispersions of the corresponding PDFs for linear (3)-(4) and nonlinear507

(5) parametrizations is discussed in detail in Mukhin et al. (2021); Seleznev et al. (2019).508

The evidence (A3) is estimated using the Laplace’s method based on approximate inte-509

grating in the neighborhood of maximum of integrand. Let us denote the minus logarithm510

of the integrand in (A3) as ΨHi
(µf ,µĝ). Then the integrand can be rewritten as:511

P (Y|,µf ,µĝ, Hi) · P (µf ,µĝ|Hi) = exp(−ΨHi
(µf ,µĝ)). (A5)

The integration of (A3) using Laplace method by decomposing the function ΨHi
(µf ,µĝ) in512

the neighborhood of its minimum into a second-order Taylor series leads to the following513

expression for the optimality criterion (A2):514

L = − logP (Y|Hi) =
ΨHi

(µf ,µĝ) +
1
2
ln

[∣∣ 1
2π

(
∇∇TΨHi

(µf ,µĝ)
)∣∣]. (A6)

Here ΨHi
(µf ,µĝ) is the function value at its minimum; ∇∇TΨHi

(µf ,µĝ) is the matrix of515

the second derivatives (hessian matrix) at the minimum. The first term in (A6) reflects the516

accuracy of data approximation by the model. It decreases with expanding the model com-517

plexity, i.e. with growing of number of parameters, and therefore prevents too simple models.518

In contrast, the second term in (A6) increases with growing of the number of model param-519

eters and penalizes the overfitted models. The particular algorithm we use for numerical520

calculation of (A6) can be found in (Seleznev et al., 2019).521
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